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-hand side)
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inform them of any problems)
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WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
New STARS IN THE FWAS UNIVERSE!
Raquel Anzaldua

Spencer Reiling*

Tom Castillon

Steve Reiling

Luis Guadalupe

Dixie Rinker

Harold Hargrave

John Rinker

Jaxon Huggins

Julie Rinker

Rocky Huggins

Lawton Rinker

Hayden Lang

Joyce Varnes

Janna Lang

Kathy Walker

John Lang

Ami Thompson

Debby Reiling

Marguerite Thompson *

Reese Reiling
* = Young Astronomer

NOTICE:

The club's official mailing address has changed. This is different from the mailing address to pay
membership dues, so be aware of the difference.

The Fenton Ave. address that was listed on the website and in the newsletter WAS the official mailing address for the club
up until this last meeting in May when it was asked to be changed by the individual who that address belongs to.
The new official club mailing address is now the Trail Lake Drive address shown below. That is the mailing address that the
club uses for all official business dealings with state and federal agencies. We have to have an actual address due to our
corporate and non-profit statuses. It was decided at the last meeting to change it.
The addresses on the website and in the newsletter have been changed. So forget the Fenton Ave address. It no longer is a
valid club address.
Official club mailing address:
Fort Worth Astronomical Society
c/o Matt J. McCullar
5801 Trail Lake Drive
Fort Worth, TX 76133
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June 2014
Sun
1

Mon
2

Tue
3

Wed
4

Thu
5

Fri
6

Sat
7
Museum Star Party

Born: (1940) Rene Auberjonois, actor (Odo, Star
Trek Deep Space 9)

8

Moon/Mars Conjunction
Born: (1930) Pete Conrad,
astronaut

9

10

11

1985—Russian space
probe Vega 1 lands on
Venus
Born: (1981) Natalie Portman, (Queen Amidala, "Star
Wars")

15

16

1.84° @ 16.9h

R 2.44° @ 20.8h U

FQ
12

23h11.5m Full moon
(Declination –
19.028°)
This is the southernmost full moon of
the year. (calculated
for the geocenter)

13

14

20

21

FM

17

18

19

Young
Astronomers Meeting
Starts @ 8pm-10pm

FWAS
Monthly
Meeting

1963—Valentina
Tereshkova (USSR) is
1st woman in space,
aboard Vostok 6

22

23

29

Officer &
Board
Elections

LQ

Born: (1928) Martin Landau,
Brooklyn New York, American
actor (Space 1999)

26

27

!!!!TONIGHT!!!!

24

25

Born: (1946) Ellison Onizuka,
astronaut, (died in Challenger
Space Shuttle explosion)


LQ
NYC,
actor (Lost in Space)

Born: (1925) June Lockhart,

28

NM

30

See our full FWAS Event Calendar at:
http://www.fortworthastro.com/meetings.html
for the latest updates on what our club has scheduled
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Our New 19-inch Telescope

T

he 19-inch scope that we recently acquired was originally built by amateur astronomers in Fort Worth over 50 years ago as a Cassegrain telescope.. Then rebuilt about
years ago by members of the General Dynamics Astronomy club as a fast, Newtonian
telescope. The same mount was used although it was updated at the time.

Now it is our turn. A small group of the scope committee picked up the primary mirror last
week and took it to John Dowell's shop for testing. John Dowell reported:
Mike I have cleaned to optics and they look much better than expected. I looked at
the mirror on the tester and it looks good. I did not 'run the numbers" but was looking for evidence that the mirror may have changed shape over the years. I did not
see any indication of that. I will do an inspections after the mirror have been on the
test stand awhile.
I have also spoken with Mike Jones and Jim Craft and we concur that the optics are
usable as they are. We recommend the optics be used as is for the short period the
scope will be used at the Foundation.
One of the reasons for doing this has to do with the way the coating is applied. The
reflective part of the coating is very thin aluminum. I'm sure you have heard many
times. The other part of the coating of silicon monoxide.Silicon monoxide is also soft
but when exposed to oxygen will form quartz which is very hard. This process can
take six months or more. The mirror coating should never be touched or cleaned for
about a year to be on the safe side. If we re-coat the mirror now and use it at the
foundation it will get very dirty before the process is complete. I'm not sure what
effect that will have on the coating in the long run. The mirror can be re-coated
during the refurbish/relocation period. This would insure no damage to the
coating from weather exposure.

The current condition of the scope.

John Dowell
We are planning to pick up the remainder of the scope, Saturday June 7th. At that time it
will be taken to John Dowell's shop for some minor clean up and testing. Several club "work
-days" will be announced, where any member who is interested will have a chance to help
in the cleaning process. If you do not get a chance during this brief window, don't give up..
There will be a more extensive restoration process later in the year. After the scope is put
into serviceable shape it will be installed a temporary location at the Thomsen's Foundation
site. The Thomsen foundation has generously offered to pour us a large slab and let us test
the scope there for the summer.
In the meantime, a spot was picked out at Thomsen's site for a slap to be poured as a temporary site for the scope. Dr. Lisa Bellows jumped on the bobcat and leveled the spot as we
stood there. Also, she has offered to have the forms laid and have the concrete poured.
The main bolt that holds the scope is the one large, rear bolt. Phil Sage took a couple of
plates that Lisa offered and is having a nut welded on each of them. These two plates and
the 1" threaded rod will be placed in the forms before the concrete is poured.
So now we have a chance to add to the history of this scope. Personally, I am looking forward to looking through it this summer.
Matt Reed
VP and Scope Addict.
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The telescope in better condition back in
the 1980s at the Squaw Creek Observatory.
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Young Astronomers

W

e are finally finished
with the telescope
builds. The final
touches are being
done by Bruce C. and he will have
them base painted by the next
meeting.
Remember this next YA! meeting
will be our First Light ceremony for
all the telescopes we just built.
This will be held out at a remote
location (members see the club
egroup for directions) graciously
hosted by one of our YA! families,
so don’t go to the normal meeting
location in June!
There will be pizza and drinks for
refreshments being supplied by
the club. All you need to bring is
your YA! Handbooks, red flashlights and planispheres to help
find some things to look at. Remember to wear your t-shirts and
badges too, we will want to get a group photo of this event. e
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Book/Video Reviews
By: Matt McCullar, FWAS

Unusual Telescopes
by Peter L. Manly

Y

ou'd better believe the title
means what it
says! Here you will find
a collection of the most
mind-boggling
machines ever aimed at
the skies. And most of
them were built by amateur astronomers, just
like you and me. It's
absolutely
amazing
what can be done
when necessity overrules current common
sense.

Thank goodness Manly includes plenty of
photographs; some of these telescopes
simply must be seen to be believed. Working telescopes have been built by amateurs
out of just about every item you can think
of, or find in a hardware store – or even a
supermarket! Motorcycle drive chains, culverts, sand bags, swing sets, bicycle pumps,
lawn chairs, hub caps
and panty hose containers have all been used
successfully to image
our nighttime sky. You
can even make a solar
eclipse projector out of
a Ritz cracker! (And enjoy a snack when the
eclipse is over.)

It's rewarding to know
that in some ways, we
have nothing on our ancestors. Manly writes:
“While researching this
book I was surprised to
The author, Peter L.
find what I thought
Manly, admits, “There
were some radical deare some instruments
signs – only to discover
about which you’ll ask, Unusual Telescopes
later that the same de'That’s a telescope?' by Peter L. Manly
sign had been invented
Indeed, they are all tel- Published by Cambridge University Press – 1991
20, 40, or 100 years earescopes,
although ISBN 0-521-38200-9
lier.
Indeed, some
some are telescopes 221 pages
strange concepts aponly by stretching the
pear to have a reincardefinition. Others appear as if they were nation period of about 20 years.” An asthrown together by a demented scrap deal- tronomer in Italy designed and built a teleer.”
(Continued on page 8)
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(Book Review—Continued from page 7)

scope using 61 separate 8-inch hexagonal mirrors... right after World War II! Sound familiar? Unfortunately, it was just slightly ahead of its time.
Some of the largest telescopes before the 1900s were dozens of feet long, unwieldy, and
hardly practical. Some required the use of several lackeys just to keep the telescope pointed at the same object in the sky for more than a few seconds at a time. According to the
author, one such gigantic telescope was so difficult to assemble that its support structure
deteriorated before the optics could be added, and thus was never used. In most cases only the optics of these monstrous telescopes remain in museums around the world.
Most telescope tubes are made of metal cylinders, but there is no law confining astronomers to this. Telescope tubes have been built in other shapes, including truncated cones
and open lattice tubes (which cuts down on wind loading). Other materials used for tubes
include wood, porcelain, ceramics, and even concrete. Sometimes amateurs build telescopes with no tube at all, creating a glorified open “optical bench” that holds the optics on
a common rail.
Even lenses and mirrors are not immune to experimentation. A mirror need not be made
strictly of glass; amateurs have made their own mirrors out of obsidian (volcanic glass),
granite and ceramic. The refractive index of liquids (yes, liquids) in eyepieces can be
changed by adding various chemical ingredients. [Speaking for myself, though, I'd be very
reluctant to use any device in my telescope if I knew it contained a liquid.] Zenith telescopes – designed to be used only pointing straight up – sometimes use mirrors made out
of pools of mercury, because such mirrors are guaranteed to be as flat as possible.
Even professional astronomers are not immune to telescope tinkering. Clyde Tombaugh,
who discovered Pluto, was just a farm kid when he built his own 9-inch reflecting telescope
and mount with parts from a 1910 Buick, a cream separator and a straw spreader. He was
still using it 50 years later. As a professional astronomer he had so many trees behind his
home in New Mexico that they interfered with his personal viewing. He made his own telescope easier to move by mounting it on the chassis of an old lawn mower.
Not all unusual telescopes are homemade. In the mid-1960s Celestron made a “doublefield” telescope, which placed the finder field of view and the image from the main telescope optics in the same eyepiece. A shutter allowed you to switch between one image
and the other. Sounds like a great idea, but it was not a commercial success and not many
were built.
The author's all-time favorite unusual telescope? “The Great Treptow Refractor 26.8
-inch aperture f/21 telescope at Archenhold Observatory in East Berlin. It is a massive example of 'iron and rivet' engineering, weighing 120 metric tons with counterweights the
size of small automobiles. This telescope also has the world's longest refractor tube in ex(Continued on page 9)
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(Continued from page 8)

istence. The original structure dates from
1896. The telescope was damaged by
bombing in World War II. It was restored in
1959. (One possible explanation for the
heavy bombing of the observatory is that
from the air, the telescope looks like a huge
anti-aircraft cannon.)”

[Note to FDWAS member Shawn Kirchdorfer: Didn't you use some magnets from a
computer hard drive on one of your telescopes? – Matt.] [Yes, to hold a counterweight onto the tube—Shawn.]

The author writes with a sometimes humorous style (“To the telescope maker, any
spare material not nailed
Homemade
telescopes
down or on fire is fair game
have been built into cars.
for conversion into teleOne merry-go-round tele- “Clyde Tombaugh, who scope
parts”),
but
scope allows the viewer to
discovered Pluto, was _Unusual Telescopes_ is
sit and go along for the ride
still a serious work. It took
when changing targets. just a farm kid when he me quite a while to get
One amateur built a small,
built his own 9-inch through it. See what ideas
portable,
heated
hut
you can come up with after
around his telescope, all of reflecting telescope and reading it. Look around
which can be automatically
mount with parts from you. What do you see that
loaded onto a trailer. Ancan be made to work in a
other amateur built his a 1910 Buick, a cream telescopic system? How
house around his large telabout “unusual binocuescope, with the eyepiece separator and a straw lars”? Care to add an optiinside a comfortable viewspreader. “
cal system to your cell
ing room and the business
phone? Can you use a roll
end outside the wall. Asof fiber-optic cables in your
tronomy writer David Levy has a “talking” next project?
telescope (a tape recorder is built in) for
Manly concludes _Unusual Telescopes_
educating young viewers.
thusly: “In the end, however, all telescopes
Then again, an ordinary telescope can be
look alike in the dark. What matters is the
used for an unusual purpose. Once, Don image you see through them.”
Garland needed to enhance the bass response of a voice in a recording studio dur- Four unusual telescopes out of five. Recommended! e
ing production of a show in the Noble Planetarium. He did it be lowering a microIf you have an idea for an article, have astronomphone into a wooden reflecting telescope
ical related photos or an astronomy project you’ve
that was about five feet long. Sticking your
done, and you’d like to share or want to contribhead into the telescope and speaking into it
ute to the newsletter in any other way, please concreated a booming voice like Darth Vader.
tact the editor at primefocus@fortworthastro.com
or through the club’s Yahoo! eGroup forum.
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Al Observing Club
Highlight Of The Month
OPEN CLUSTER PROGRAM
Observing Experience LEVEL
A D V A N C E D
The nature of The Open Cluster Observing program is not just observation of the
selected open clusters, but the ability to classify them based on the Trumpler
classification system and the ability to sketch selected clusters. This, overall, enhances the observing experience and allows even the most advanced observer
to find detail in these clusters that is normally overlooked.
There are two levels of programs within the Open Cluster Observing Program,
the Basic and Advanced programs. One must complete the Advanced Program
to receive the lapel pin. Only the Advanced Program will be considered as a valid
choice for the Master Observer Award.
Basic Program:
1. Observe any 100 of the 125 open clusters on the provided list.
2. Sketch any 25 of the 100 open clusters that you observe.
3. Classify all 100 observed clusters under the Trumpler classification system.
4. All observing techniques may be used under the basic program. Including go-to, computer controlled, star
hopping, digital setting circles, etc.
Advanced Program:
1. Observe all 125 of the open clusters on the provided list
2. Sketch any 50 of the open clusters that you observe
3. Classify all 125 observed clusters under the Trumpler classification system
4. All observing techniques may be used under the advanced program. Including go-to, computer controlled,
star hopping, digital setting circles, etc.
Those completing the Basic Program who want to move up to the Advanced Program must observe an additional 25 open clusters that were not observed under the Basic Program. Furthermore, the observer must
sketch an additional 25 open clusters that had not been previously sketched to qualify for the Basic Program.
For more information on this AL Observing program see the program details on the website.

e

(Click this link for a informative presentation about the Trumpler Classification System)
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Constellation -

Hubble Finds Birth Certificate of Oldest Known Star
News Release Number: STScI-2013-08
http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/archive/releases/2013/08/full/
March 7, 2013 02:00 PM (EST)
This is a Digitized Sky Survey image of the
oldest star with a well-determined age in
our galaxy. The aging star, cataloged as
HD 140283, lies 190.1 light-years away.
Hubble Space Telescope was used to narrow the measurement uncertainty on the
star's distance, and this helped refine the
calculation of a more precise age of 14.5
billion years (plus or minus 800 million
years).
The star is rapidly passing through our
local stellar neighborhood. The star's orbit
carries it through the plane of our galaxy
from the galactic halo that has a population of ancient stars. The Anglo-Australian
Observatory (AAO) UK Schmidt telescope
photographed the star in blue light.

A

team of astronomers using NASA's Hubble Space Telescope has taken an important step closer to finding
the birth certificate of a star that's been around for a very long time.
"We have found that this is the oldest known star with a well-determined age," said Howard Bond of Penn-

sylvania State University in University Park, Pa., and the Space Telescope Science Institute in Baltimore, Md.
The star could be as old as 14.5 billion years (plus or minus 0.8 billion years), which at first glance would make it older than the universe's calculated age of about 13.8 billion years, an obvious dilemma.
But earlier estimates from observations dating back to 2000 placed the star as old as 16 billion years. And this age
range presented a potential dilemma for cosmologists. "Maybe the cosmology is wrong, stellar physics is wrong, or
the star's distance is wrong," Bond said. "So we set out to refine the distance."
The new Hubble age estimates reduce the range of measurement uncertainty, so that the star's age overlaps with
the universe's age — as independently determined by the rate of expansion of space, an analysis of the microwave
(Continued on page 12)
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(Methuselah—Continued from page 11)

background from the big bang, and measurements of radioactive decay.
This "Methuselah star," cataloged as HD 140283, has been known about for more than a century because of its fast
motion across the sky. The high rate of motion is evidence that the star is simply a visitor to our stellar neighborhood.
Its orbit carries it down through the plane of our galaxy from the ancient halo of stars that encircle the Milky Way, and
will eventually slingshot back to the galactic halo.
This conclusion was bolstered by the
1950s astronomers who were able to
measure a deficiency of heavier elements in the star as compared to other
stars in our galactic neighborhood. The
halo stars are among the first inhabitants of our galaxy and collectively represent an older population from the
stars, like our Sun, that formed later in
the disk. This means that the star
formed at a very early time before the
universe was largely "polluted" with
heavier elements forged inside stars
through nucleosynthesis. (The Methuselah star has an anemic 1/250th as
much of the heavy element content of
our Sun and other stars in our solar

HD 140283—aka “Methuselah” in Libra.
Chart Source: Cartes du Ciel program

neighborhood.)

The star, which is at the very first stages of expanding into a red giant, can be seen with binoculars as a 7thmagnitude object in the constellation Libra.
Hubble's observational prowess was used to refine the distance to the star, which comes out to be 190.1 light-years.
Bond and his team performed this measurement by using trigonometric parallax, where an apparent shift in the position of a star is caused by a change in the observer's position. The results are published in the March 1 issue of the
Astrophysical Journal Letters.
The parallax of nearby stars can be measured by observing them from opposite points in Earth's orbit around the
Sun. The star's true distance from Earth can then be precisely calculated through straightforward triangulation.
Once the true distance is known, an exact value for the star's intrinsic brightness can be calculated. Knowing a star's
intrinsic brightness is a fundamental prerequisite to estimating its age.
Before the Hubble observation, the European Space Agency's Hipparcos satellite made a precise measurement of
the star's parallax, but with an age measurement uncertainty of 2 billion years. One of Hubble's three Fine Guidance
Sensors measured the position of the Methuselah star. It turns out that the star's parallax came out to be virtually
identical to the Hipparcos measurements. But Hubble's precision is five times better than that of Hipparcos. Bond's
team managed to shrink the uncertainty so that the age estimate was five times more precise.
(Continued on page 13)
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(Methuselah—Continued from page 12)

With a better handle on the star's brightness Bond's team
refined the star's age by applying contemporary theories
about the star's burn rate, chemical abundances, and internal
structure. New ideas are that leftover helium diffuses deeper
into the core and so the star has less hydrogen to burn via
nuclear fusion. This means it uses fuel faster and that correspondingly lowers the age.
Also, the star has a higher than predicted oxygen-to-iron ratio, and this too lowers the age. Bond thinks that further oxygen measurement could reduce the star's age even more,
because the star would have formed at a slightly later time
when the universe was richer in oxygen abundance. Lowering the upper age limit would make the star unequivocally
younger than the universe.
"Put all of those ingredients together and you get an age of
14.5 billion years, with a residual uncertainty that makes the
star's age compatible with the age of the universe," said

—This view shows a 5-degree field of view typical for many
binoculars. Place the 37 Librae trio off to the upper right.
Look for three equally spaced stars in a relatively straight
line and HD 140283 will be the bottom star in that chain.

Bond. "This is the best star in the sky to
do precision age calculations by virtue of
its closeness and brightness."
This Methuselah star has seen many
changes over its long life. It was likely
born in a primeval dwarf galaxy. The
dwarf galaxy eventually was gravitationally shredded and sucked in by the emerging Milky Way over 12 billion years ago.
The star retains its elongated orbit from
that cannibalism event. Therefore, it's just
passing through the solar neighborhood
at a rocket-like speed of 800,000 miles
per hour. It takes just 1,500 years to traverse a piece of sky with the anguar width
of the full Moon. The star's proper motion
angular rate is so fast (0.13 milliarcseconds an hour) that Hubble could actually
photograph its movement in a few hours.

e
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Image Source: Stellarium
HIP 76976/HD140283—6/15/2014 @ 12:00:00 am Local Central Time
FOV 2.39° - Mag 7.20
RA/DE (j2000): 15h43m50s/-10°58’47”
Az/Alt: +187°13’57”/+45°59’56”
Distance 187.02 Light Years
6-inch Dob / Ocular FOV 52° / Magnification 21.7x
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Constellation of The Month
Libra

T

he constellation of Libra
lies in the
southern sky, and lies
between Virgo to the
west and Scorpius to
the east. It is one of
the twelve zodiac
constellations.
Its
name means “the
weighing scales” in
Latin, and it is usually
depicted as the scales
held by the Greek
goddess of justice
Dike (or Astraea),
represented by the
neighbouring Virgo
constellation.
Libra is the only zodiac constellation that
represents an object,
not an animal or a
character from mythology. The four
brightest stars in the
constellation form a quadrangle. Alpha and Beta Librae mark the scales’ balance beam, and Gamma and Sigma Librae represent the weighing pans. Libra constellation is also home to HD 140283,
popularly known as Methuselah, currently the oldest known star in the universe.
Libra constellation is represented by the symbol ?. It was first catalogued by the Greek astronomer Ptolemy in the 2nd century. Libra does not contain any first magnitude stars.
Facts
Libra is the 29th constellation in size, occupying an area of 538 square degrees.
Data Sources: http://www.starrynighteducation.com/sntimes/2010/jun/index.shtml - http://www.constellation-guide.com/
(Continued on page 15)
constellation-list/
- Wikipedia (various – see article hyperlinks) - Image Source: http://www.iau.org/public/themes/constellations/
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Constellation of The Month

Libra (cont.)
It lies in the third quadrant of the southern hemisphere (SQ3) and can be seen at latitudes between +65° and -90°.
The neighboring constellations are Centaurus, Hydra, Lupus, Ophiuchus, Scorpius, Serpens Caput
and Virgo.
Libra contains three stars with known planets and does not have any Messier objects.
The brightest star in the constellation is Zubeneschamali, Beta Librae, with an apparent visual
magnitude of 2.61.
There is one meteor shower associated with the constellation, the May Librids.
Libra belongs to the Zodiac family of constellations, along with Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo,
Virgo, Scorpius, Sagittarius, Capricornus, Aquarius and Pisces.
Things to view
Saturn is passing
through this constellation during the
month of June this
year.
Deep Sky Objects
The Globular Cluster
NGC 5897 is located
in this constellation.
It is a loose cluster,
40,000
light-years
from Earth; it is fairly
large and has an integrated magnitude of
9.

Globular Cluster in Libra – NGC 5897

There are several
11th magnitude galaxies within this constellation, NGC 5728, 5812, 5885, the pair 5903 & 5898,
as well as 5878.

Data Sources: http://www.starrynighteducation.com/sntimes/2010/jun/index.shtml - http://www.constellation-guide.com/
constellation-list/
- Wikipedia (various – see article hyperlinks) - Image Source: http://www.iau.org/public/themes/constellations/
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Constellation of The Month

Libra (cont.)
NGC 5885 is a barred spiral galaxy in Libra. It has an apparent visual magnitude of 11.8. The galaxy
was discovered by William Herschel on May 9, 1784.
Stars
Delta Librae is an Algol-type eclipsing variable star, 304 lightyears from Earth. It has a period of 2
days, 8 hours; its minimum magnitude of 5.9 and its maximum magnitude is 4.9.
Zubenelgenubi (a Librae) is the second brightest star in Libra. It is a multiple star system whose
two brightest components (Alpha-1 Librae and Alpha-2 Librae) form a binary star and share a
common proper motion through space.
Alpha-1 Librae is the dimmer of the two main components in the system. It has an apparent visual
magnitude of 5.153. It is 74.9 light years distant from Earth.
Alpha-2 Librae has an apparent visual magnitude of 2.741. It is 75.8 light years distant from the
Sun.
Methuselah – HD 140283 (aka HIP 76976) (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HD_140283)
Right ascension 15h 43m 3.10s / Declination -10° 56' 00.6
HD 140283 is the oldest known star in the Universe, believed to have been created shortly after
the Big Bang.
It is a subgiant star that is very metal poor and consists almost entirely of hydrogen and helium.
Its iron content is less than 1 percent that of the Sun’s.
The star’s age is estimated to be 14.46 billion years old, while the Universe is believed to be 13.77
billion years old. The star’s age does not really conflict with the age of the Universe because the
values are uncertain.
HD 140283 has an apparent visual magnitude of 7.223 and is 190.1 light years distant.
Libra is also home to the star Gliese 581, which has a planetary system consisting of at least 6
planets. Both Gliese 581 d, and Gliese 581 g are debatably the most promising candidates for life,
although Gliese 581 g's existences has been disputed and has not been entirely confirmed or
agreed on in the scientific community. Gliese 581 c is considered to be the first Earth-like extrasolar planet to be found within its parent star's habitable zone. Gliese 581 e is possibly the smallest
mass exoplanet orbiting a normal star found to date. All of these exoplanets are of significance for
establishing the likelihood of life outside of the Solar System. e

Data Sources: http://www.starrynighteducation.com/sntimes/2010/jun/index.shtml - http://www.constellation-guide.com/
constellation-list/
- Wikipedia (various – see article hyperlinks) - Image Source: http://www.iau.org/public/themes/constellations/
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MYTHOLOGY—Libra

A

ncient Greeks knew the part of the sky occupied by the Libra constellation as Chelae,
or “claws,” and considered it part of Scorpio constellation. Chelae represented the
scorpion’s claws.

The association of this region of the sky with scales was established among the Romans in
the first century BC. It is said that Moon was located in Libra when Rome was founded.
The Romans considered Libra to be a favoured constellation, one associated with balanced
seasons and equal length of night and day. The Sun was at the autumnal equinox in Libra
until the year 729, when the precession of the equinoxes shifted the equinox to Virgo. The
autumnal equinox will move to constellation Leo in the year 2439.
The Romans were not the first to associate the constellation Libra with the idea of balance.
The Babylonians called it ZIB-BA-AN-NA, which means “the balance of heaven,” about a thousand years before Christ.
Once Libra became associated with balance, its association with Scorpio’s claws faded and
the one with the goddess of justice, the Greek Dike or Astraeia, represented by Virgo constellation, grew stronger.
As a reminder that Libra was once considered to be part of Scorpio constellation, the brightest star in Libra, Beta Librae, has the name Zubeneschamali, which means “the northern claw”
in Arabic, while Alpha Librae, Zubenelgenubi, is “the southern claw.” e
Text Source: http://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/
Image source: Stellarium
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CELESTIAL EVENTS THIS MONTH














Jun 01 - --:
--:-- Venus: 37° W
Jun 02 - 23:25 Moon Apogee: 405000 km
Jun 05 - 15:39 First Quarter
Jun 07 - 19:44 Moon-Mars: 1.7° N (Conjunction)
Jun 08 - 17:05 Moon-Spica: 1.9° S
Jun 09 - 00:36 Moon Ascending Node
Jun 10 - 14:11 Moon-Saturn: 0.6° N
Jun 12 - 23:11 Full Moon
Jun 13 - 01:03 Moon South Dec.: 19° S
Jun 14 - 22:34 Moon Perigee: 362100 km
Jun 15 - 06:54 Jupiter-Pollux: 6.3° S











Jun 19 - 13:39 Last Quarter
Jun 19 - 17:42 Mercury Inferior Conj.
Jun 21 - 05:52 Summer Solstice
Jun 21 - 15:30 Moon Descending Node
Jun 23 - 08:00 Venus-Pleiades: 5.7° S
Jun 24 - 07:54 Moon-Venus: 1.4° N
Jun 25 - 01:22 Moon-Aldebaran: 2.1° S
Jun 26 - 03:34 Moon North Dec.: 19° N
Jun 27 - 03:08 New Moon
Jun 30 - 14:09 Moon Apogee: 405900 km
(* Times are Local)

INTERESTING OBJECTS
Deep Sky* - (C76) Northern Jewel Box, (M3) Globular Cluster, (M5) Globular Cluster, (M8) Lagoon Nebula, (M13) GC Hercules, (M20) Trifid Nebula, (M44) Beehive Cluster, (M51) Whirlpool Galaxy, (M57) Ring Nebula, (M81) Bode’s Galaxy
Double/Multiple Stars** - Albirieo (β Cygni), Cor Caroli (α Canum), Mizar (ζ Ursae Majoris)
Constellations* - Boötes, Leo, Ursa Major, Ursa Minor, Virgo
Asterisms*** - Summer Triangle (Vega/Lyra, Deneb/Cygnus, Altair/Aquila), Napoleon’s Hat (Boötes), Jaws (Virgo), The
Pointers (Ursa Major)
Lunar Features**** - Mösting A (43), Rümker (R8), Imbrium sculpture (R34)
*Distant Suns—C = Caldwell Catalog / M=Messier Catalog

**Double Stars

***Asterisms

****R = Rükl Index Moon Map

Key to Geocentric Ephemeris of the Moon: http://astropixels.com/ephemeris/moon/moonkey.html
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Chart displayed is for June 15, 2014 @ 21:00 Local Time
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First and Last Lunar Crescent Visibility
- Wednesday 25 June 2014
5.8h Moon Lunar Crescent visible, 44.8 hours before new moon
Elongation: 21.1°, 3.6% illuminated, Position angle of crescent (from Zenith to East): 130° - crescent points to the lower left, Width of
the crescent: 1.02', Length of the crescent: 141°, Moon rises at 5h10m, 73 minutes before the Sun
- Saturday 28 June 2014
21.1h Moon Lunar Crescent visible, 41.9 hours after new moon
Elongation: 19.6°, 3% illuminated, Position angle of crescent (from Zenith to East): 239° - crescent points to the lower right, Width of the
crescent: 0.86', Length of the crescent: 122°, Moon sets at 21h35m, 53 minutes after the Sun

Lunar Occultations of Stars — Saturday 21 June 2014
2h34.8m - Immersion of Zet Psc, SAO 109739, 5.2mag, Position angle=81.8°, Azimuth az=82.0°, Altitude h=2.0°, RA= 1h14.5m Dec=
+7°39.0', Moon phase=33.5%, Sun elevation hsun=-31.8° (bright limb)
3h30.3m - Emersion of Zet Psc, SAO 109739, 5.2mag, Position Angle=237.4°, Azimuth az=89.4°, Altitude h=13.5°, RA= 1h14.5m Dec=
+7°39.0', Moon phase=33.1%, Sun elevation hsun=-27.1° (dark limb)

Data and Image Source: http://www.calsky.com/
Data and Image Source: http://www.calsky.com/
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Nighttime Visible Planets: Saturn, Mars & Minor Planets Ceres, Vesta & Pallas
June 15th, 2014 @ 22:00 Local Time

V
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Image Source: Stellarium
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June 01

June 15

June 30
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Great Red Spot Transits

3h39.7m 13h35.7m 23h31.5m

2

9h27.4m 19h23.3m

3

5h19.2m 15h15.1m

4

1h10.9m 11h06.8m 21h02.7m

5

6h58.6m 16h54.5m

6

2h50.3m 12h46.2m 22h42.1m

7

8h38.0m 18h33.9m

8

4h29.7m 14h25.6m

9

0h21.5m 10h17.4m 20h13.3m

10

6h09.1m 16h05.0m

11

2h00.9m 11h56.8m 21h52.7m

12

7h48.5m 17h44.4m

13

3h40.3m 13h36.2m 23h32.1m

14

9h27.9m 19h23.8m

15

5h19.7m 15h15.6m

16

1h11.5m 11h07.3m 21h03.2m

17

6h59.1m 16h55.0m

18

2h50.9m 12h46.7m 22h42.6m

19

8h38.5m 18h34.4m

20

4h30.3m 14h26.1m

21

0h22.0m 10h17.9m 20h13.8m

22

6h09.7m 16h05.5m

23

2h01.4m 11h57.3m 21h53.2m

24

7h49.1m 17h44.9m

25

3h40.8m 13h36.7m 23h32.6m

26

9h28.4m 19h24.3m

27

5h20.2m 15h16.1m

28

1h11.9m 11h07.8m 21h03.7m

29

6h59.6m 16h55.5m

30

2h51.3m 12h47.2m 22h43.1m

J U P I T E R

1

Jovian Moon Positions

Charts and Data generated with JupSat Pro Software and CalSky.com.
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Club Meeting Minutes— May 20th, 2014
Lewis Westerfield, Secretary-Treasurer

CALL TO ORDER
Matt Reed called the meeting to order and welcomed members and guests. He then gave a brief
history of the club and gave information about the
dark site.
PRESENTATION

tial move of the telescope were made for June 7.
Watch the eGroup for information if you want to
help.
Bill Nichols asked for anyone with knowledge of
Copper Break State Park to let him know. He is asking for recommendations for a dark site designation by the International Dark-Sky Association.
Club elections will be held next month. Nomination
for president is Bruce Cowles, nomination for vicepresident is Russ Boatright. No nomination for secretary/treasurer. Board member nominations are
Mike Ahner, Tree Oppermann, and Michelle
Theisen. Further nominations are being accepted
until election time at the June meeting. Everyone is
encouraged to volunteer for an office or board position.
OLD BUSINESS

Jim Craft introduced Mike Jones, a lens designer at
Lockheed. Mike gave a talk, accompanied by an
old fashion slide projection show, about a 19 inch
telescope that that he and friends acquired from
the Squaw Creek astronomy club many years ago.
He talked about rebuilding the scope and the
building of an observatory for it.

The YA! group and finished work on telescopes
that they have been working on. First light viewing
is planned for next month at their monthly meeting. John Dowell was recognized as being very
helpful to the group in the completion of the telescope project.
There are several outreach events coming up.
Watch the eGroup for time and dates.
ADJOURN

Thank you, Mike.
NEW BUSINESS
The club has been donated the 19 inch telescope
that Mike Jones gave a presentation on. The scope
needs some work and a committee was formed to
oversee the scope’s repair and eventual placement at a to be determined site. Plans for the iniJUNE 2014

FWAS Board Member Jim Craft (right) presenting certificate of appreciation and honorary
membership to Mike Jones (left).
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Newsletter:
The FWAS newsletter, Prime Focus,
Focus, is published monthly. Letters to
the editor, articles for publication, photos you’ve taken, personal
equipment reviews, or just about anything you would like to have
included in the newsletter that is astronomy related should be sent
to: primefocus@fortworthastro.com
Meetings:
FWAS meets at 7:00 PM on the third Tuesday of the month at the
UNT Health Science Center – Research & Education Building, Room
100; 3500 Camp Bowie Blvd; Ft. Worth. Guests and visitors are always
welcome.
Outreach:
Items regarding FWAS Outreach activities, or requests for FWAS to
attend an event, should be sent to: outreach@fortworthastro.com
Young Astronomers:
FWAS’ youth activities (known as YA!) meet on the 3rd Saturday of
every month at dusk (check our calendar for time changes throughout the year - determined by seasonal sunset times). This group normally meets for 11-2 hour(s) at the Parkwood Hill HOA Club House 5573 Eastwedge Dr., Fort Worth, TX 76137. YA! Coordinators:
ya@fortworthastro.com
FWAS Annual Dues:
$40 for adults / families & households
$20.00 for students (half(half-price Dec 1 thru May 31); Membership runs
June 1st through May 31st. Please make checks payable to:
Fort Worth Astronomical Society
See our Secretary/Treasurer for more info:
secsec-treas@fortworthastro.com
Cash and checks should be paid inin-person at the next indoor meeting,
or checks can be mailed in the traditional way. Members should
check the eGroup for the latest postal mailing address listed by the
Secretary/Treasurer.
Credit card payments (for existing membership renewals only) can be
made through our PayPal link (private link is on the club’s Yahoo
eGroup – no PayPal account required).

T h a t ’s a F a c t !
Over 500 people have flown
into space - about 0.000007%
of the world’s population.
Source: http://www.slate.com/blogs/bad_astronomy.html

Seen a Fireball Lately?
Report it to the
American Meteor Society (AMS)
Just go to their website at http://www.amsmeteors.org/
and hover your cursor on the Fireball menu item at the
top of the page and you will see the link to report a fireball. They will ask you several questions in a web questionnaire and your observations will be added to the
other witnesses for the same event. These will be compiled and analyzed to determine the location and direction from which the object entered the atmosphere.

FULL MOON NAME

Ju ne

Discount Magazine Subscriptions:
Sky & Telescope, Astronomy, and StarDate (McDonald Observatory)
magazines are available for discounted subscription rates through our
association with the NASA Night Sky Network and the Astronomical
Society of the Pacific. The link can be found on the club’s Yahoo
eGroup. (Members Only)
Astronomical League Membership:
Your FWAS membership gives you associate membership in the Astronomical League. This gives you access to earn various observing
certificates through the AL observing clubs. You also receive their
quarterly magazine, Reflector.
Reflector. AL Observing clubs: http://
tinyurl.com/7pyr8qg
Fort Worth Museum of Science & History Monthly Star Parties:
FWAS, as part of our historical relationship with the Noble Planetarium,
um, participates in the monthly museum star parties by supplying the
telescopes and manning to expose the public to amateur astronomy
as a hobby, and to possibly spark interest in joining our club. This is
an excellent opportunity to socialize with and to get advice or help
with your own equipment from other FWAS members. FWMSH star
party schedule: http://tinyurl.com/bosbwqa
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“Full Strawberry
Moon”

The AlgonSource: OId Farmer’s Almanac
quin
tribes
knew this Moon as a time
to gather ripening strawberries. It is also known as
the Rose Moon and the Hot
Moon. e
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(Upper Left Image)
NGC 4565—The Needle
Galaxy
Thought I'd share with the
group the photo I took at
the PPMSPSP.
I've loved this galaxy for
some reason ever since I
was a young kid. The Hubble took a picture of it and
it's my favorite all time
Hubble image ever.
Jerry Keith
Taken May 3, 2014,
Strawn, Tx.
(Lower Right Image)
NGC 5139 - Omega Centauri:
I took this couple of
weeks ago with Canon XSi and the
Orion 8" f/3.9 reflector.
What makes this 'special' is that it is a
single 17 sec iso 1600
exposure. Seeing was not great that
low in the sky but it turned out pretty
good.
Just wanted to show what can be
done with a bright subject and short
exposures.
This was cropped and touched up
with Paint Shop Pro but still it is a
single short exposure.
Ben Hudgens
Taken 05-17-2014
Stephenville, TX
Have an interesting photo you’ve taken of the sky? Discovered a technique and want to show the results to fellow FWAS members? Submit your photos to primefocus@fortworthastro.com or send them in the Yahoo! eGroup to the attention of the newsletter editor. Your participation in showing off your personal astrophotography is greatly appreciated by all FWAS members.
JUNE 2014
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